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altered. I looked at my watch. 8.10 1 " I shall catch it,"
said S. He hurried off to the waiting supper. I liked Sanderson
very much indeed.
Comarques, Sunday, March
The great German offensive began on Thursday and yesterday.
After various delays due to exhaustion and neuralgia, I began
my new play. I wrote the first scene from 5 to 7 p.m.
Cotnargues, Monday, March 2,$th.
Second scene of play yesterday, but whereas the first scene was
practically in final form, the second was only a draft. I couldn't
get the ideas right ; but as soon as I had finished it and was
changing for dinner, I saw quite clearly what was up with it.
Tuesday, March %6th.
Brothers McKenna at Reform Club on bad war news. They
came in together. I said " The Brothers " and they sat down
with me, and asked if I'd been to any newspaper offices to
get news. "My godl It's awful," said Ernest, in a quiet,
disgusted, intensely pessimistic tone. I referred to Spender's
2 articles that day. Ernest said Spender was a good man,
kept his nerve — but Reginald looked at the first article, saw
one line, and said : " Now, I need read nothing but that. The
man who will say that - " etc. Ernest said : " There's only
one thing to do. Call Parliament together at once and get
more men." Reginald repeated this after him. They had
evidently been long talking together and had exactly the same
ideas on everything. "Robertson was right. Jellicoe was
right," said Reggie oracularly. " Robertson is on the beach.
Jellicoe is on the beach. In order to be on the beach you only
have to be absolutely right."
Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, March zjth.
Lunch at Webb's. Webb said his wife couldn't sleep on account
of the war news, and he had to exaggerate his usual tranquil
optimism in order to keep the household together. It was one
of the rare human touches I have noticed in the said household.
However, they were soon off on to the misdeeds of the Recon-
struction Committee. I was told that certain of the staff
of the ' Department of Information ' had resigned when Beaver-
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